Volvo 1998 v70

Safe and sturdy describes the Volvo image. To be sure, Volvos are both safe and sturdy,
boasting many standard safety features, and feeling as though they've been cast from a single
block of iron. But, are there any other reasons to buy a Volvo? Turbo power, for one. The engine
bogs a bit until the turbocharger gets spooled up, but once on boil, a Volvo will rocket forward
quickly enough to force your body back in the seat. Brakes are outstanding, and steering is firm
and linear. All mechanical systems communicate clearly, allowing the driver to understand what
the car is doing at all times. Comfort is another big Volvo advantage. The seats in these
Swedish cars are the best the world has to offer. You can drive a Volvo all day long, non-stop,
and not feel one bit of fatigue unless you and Jose Cuervo visited a bit longer than you should
have the night before. These are the characteristics that keep Volvo buyers returning in droves
for new versions of their favorite car, whether it's the sedan or wagon. They live with the minor
ergonomic glitches and the staid styling, trading these for the comfort, performance and
security a Volvo delivers. For , Volvo has decided to provide more reason to visit their
showrooms. Designers and engineers have given the bread-and-butter model a thorough
revamp, adding power, safety, comfort and a dash of styling pizzazz to an already fine
automobile. For good measure, the cars are renamed: S70 is the sedan, and V70 is the wagon.
Three trim levels are available. Base and GT models have the same powertrain as the ; a 2. The
only transmission available on the GLT and AWD models is a four-speed automatic with second
gear winter start mode. T-5 designates the hot rod 2WD edition, and it comes with a
high-pressure turbocharged 2. The AWD R wagon gets this same engine. Performance fans will
take note that the T-5 is newly available with a manual gearbox. Side-impact protection is
improved with strengthened B-pillars that allow time for the side airbags to inflate more
efficiently in the event of an accident. Seatbelt tensioners have been improved, and the steering
column provides better protection in a crash. Inside, the interior has been completely
redesigned. Power mirror and window switches move to the driver's door panel, and the
dashboard sports a more rounded countenance. Other controls are placed where they were in
the , which is to say, somewhat haphazardly. Still, the new design is a big improvement over the
Stylists cleaned up the sheetmetal front and back, giving the sedan and wagon body-colored
trim to make the car look smaller, and clipping the front styling of the upcoming C70 coupe to
the front end for a racier, more modern look. Nice job, Volvo. All you need to give the S70 and
V70 now is an all-speed traction control system, because when that turbo is shrieking, the front
wheels break loose far too easily once the 25 mph threshold of the current low-speed traction
control system is reached. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Volvo V Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people
and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective,
it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and
keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Volvo lease specials Check out Volvo V70 lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Excellent side-impact protection. Superb seats. Solid construction. More cargo volume than
many sport-utilities. Available all-wheel drive. Oddly placed controls. No all-speed traction
control system available. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds'
Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Volvo's wagon gets a new name, new nose, body-color trim,
stronger side-impact protection, more powerful turbo engines, redesigned interior and revised
suspension. All-wheel-drive versions arrive to battle luxury SUVs. Read more. Write a review
See all reviews. Found a v70xc last year at a used car dealership with a , miles on it. The dealer
had all the maintenance records, which showed a trip to the dealership every 5, miles. The
interior and exterior looked brand new--the back seat looked like it had never been ridden in.
Obviously garaged and pampered by the prior owner. I had to fix a broken motor mount, and the
rear hatch struts were weak, which I replaced. It now has a , miles on it and has been
trouble-free. My independent Volvo mechanic is jealous. He says the and earlier volvos are
tougher than the current ones. Finding a good independent volvo mechanic will save you lots of
money. Read less. Be careful where and how you get repairs done. We just bought a V70 XC
awd with , miles on it. WE quickly learned something it may be helpful to pass on. Volvo
delaership work and Volvo parts will break you. There are quite a few other items that are
relatively easy to do yourself and if you find after market parts -. Safe old reliable built like a

tank. Love this car! Although it is 19 years old, it offers solid handling and a smooth ride. It
lacks the bells and whistles of the newer model but it's basic offerings are solid and reliable
Very few repairs in my 17 years of ownership and still going! Great alternative to a mini-van!
Still going! Can't say that about a lot of cars these days! Purchased in with 64, miles for my
wife, she didn't like the 95 turbo wagon because it had too much power. The light pressure
turbo and AWD is much better for her. I use high quality parts and do not have tire, brake, or
other components wearing out prematurely. Currently have Michelin Harmony and ceramic
brakes, best ride of any car I've owned and the AWD makes the snow disappear. Has not left us
stranded in 10 years. High quality and good design. As others posted, it is expensive to
maintain at dealer. I do most of the work, however, I do have a friend that helps me with more
difficult repairs. See all reviews of the Used Volvo V Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact
Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to
the V Sign Up. The Volvo S70 was a compact executive car produced by Volvo Cars from [16] to
The S70 was replaced with the Volvo S Introduced in Europe in late for the model year and later
in the U. Changes included a redesigned front end with new lights, fully colour-coded bumpers
and side trim, and clear indicator lenses for the rear lights, as well as a redesigned interior.
According to Volvo, a total of changes were made. Trim levels varied for each market as did the
equipment levels of the most basic trims. In the United States, the badging denoted the engine
variant and to some extent the equipment level, whereas in Europe engine and options could be
chosen individually. On all markets more powerful versions usually received better or upgraded
standard equipment. The T5 and R were the series high-performance models. For model year a
minor facelift was introduced. Apart from very minor cosmetic changes, such as a slightly
different Volvo badge on the front grille and US models now being equipped with side markers
on the front fenders, most changes were done to the mechanicals. Volvo introduced its second
generation side airbag which increased in volume to offer better protection. New engine
management systems with drive-by-wire replaced the mechanical throttle on all turbo engines
as well as bringing with them an upgraded traction control. Now including throttle as well as
brake intervention it was renamed STC. The ABS was upgraded from a three-channel to a
four-channel system, all-wheel drive models received thicker rear discs and redesigned rear
calipers. All automatic transmissions were now equipped with adaptive shift-logic, replacing the
previous 3-mode selection. A starter interlock was added to models with manual transmissions.
For model year a new 5-speed automatic transmission with adaptive shift-logic was introduced.
It was only available on non turbo front-wheel drive models. The 10V engine variants were
dropped and replaced by detuned 20V versions, drive-by-wire throttle was now also introduced
for non turbo models. With the S70 Volvo wagon continued to offer a mid-size saloon. With a
variety of models and options it was well received but was outsold by its estate variant the V
Specialised versions for the fleet market, such as a taxi and police variant, were now available
from the factory. Notable uses of police S70's were by some British highway patrol forces [23]
and even some North American police forces. From model year to a S70 AWD was offered. An
S70 'R' [28] version was introduced in for the model year [1] and offered the highest
performance of all S70 models. Only FWD versions were produced. The model was only
available in Europe and few select other countries. Further styling touches were a special front
bumper, blue gauge faces for the instrument cluster, the option to have the car in a R specific
colour and a choice of unique 16" or 17" alloy wheels. Standard equipment was substantially
upgraded over normal models with few options available such as a trunk mounted CD-changer,
RTI navigation system or an upgraded stereo system. Production ended with the model year.
Volvo S70 R NL [nb 1]. Volvo S70 R SE [nb 2]. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor
vehicle. Front engine front-wheel drive or four-wheel drive. Petrol: 2. Volvo Car Corporation.
Archived from the original on Retrieved Ford Motor Company. Retrieved â€” via YouTube.
Jacobs Archived PDF from the original on Volvo Cars UK Ltd. August Volvo Group AB. The
Telegraph. LA Times. Car and Driver. The Automobile Association. December Archived from the
original PDF on Volvo Car BV Netherlands. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF
Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Compact executive Car [5] D. Volvo P80 platform [6].
BS [29]. BT [29]. BT3 [29]. DT MSA DT [31] MSA Wikimedia Commons has media related to Volvo
S Small family car. Compact executive car. Executive car. Crossover utility vehicle. V90 Cross
Country. Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category Body Style. Start a
Loan Request Form Today! Used Cars. By Make. New Polestar 1 S60 S V60 V90 XC XC60 XC
Used C30 C70 S S70 S80 V V50 V70 XC Used By Year. Filter Results reset. Transmission
Automatic 8. Manual 3. Drivetrain AWD 4. Features Sunroof 1. Trim GLT 1. Turbo 6. Quick
Specs. Engine Gas I5, 2. EPA Class Midsize. Style Name 5dr Wgn Auto. Drivetrain Front Wheel
Drive. Passenger Capacity 5. Passenger Doors 4. Body Style Station Wagon. Dimensions

Vehicle. EPA Classification Midsize. Base Curb Weight lbs Front Hip Room in Front Leg Room
in Second Shoulder Room in Second Head Room in Front Shoulder Room in Second Hip Room
in Front Head Room in Second Leg Room in Wheelbase in Track Width, Rear in Height, Overall
in Length, Overall in Min Ground Clearance in 5. Track Width, Front in Liftover Height in - TBD -.
Fuel Economy Fuel Tank. Fuel Tank Capacity, Approx gal Performance Specs Engine. Engine
Order Code NA. Fuel System EFI. Engine Type Gas I5. Displacement 2. Clutch Size in NA. First
Gear Ratio :1 3. Sixth Gear Ratio :1 NA. Trans Description Cont. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 0. Final
Drive Axle Ratio :1 2. Trans Order Code NA. Second Gear Ratio :1 2. Reverse Ratio :1 3. Again
Electronic. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 NA. Seventh Gear Ratio :1 NA. Trans Type 4. Third Gear Ratio :1
1. Brake Type Pwr. Rear Brake Rotor Diam x Thickness in Disc - Rear Yes or Yes. Drum - Rear
Yes or NA. Front Brake Rotor Diam x Thickness in Disc - Front Yes or Yes. Turning Diameter Curb to Curb ft Steering Ratio :1 , Overall Lock to Lock Turns Steering 3. Spare Tire Size
Compact. Front Wheel Size in 15" x 6. Spare Wheel Material Steel. Front Wheel Material Steel.
Rear Wheel Size in 15" x 6. Rear Wheel Material Steel. Spare Wheel Size in Compact.
Suspension Type - Rear Cont. Suspension Type - Rear Delta Link. Stabilizer Bar Diameter Front in 0. Suspension Type - Front Cont. Stabilizer Bar Diameter - Rear in 0. Safety Features
Safety. Air Bag-Frontal-Driver Yes. Air Bag-Frontal-Passenger Yes. Brakes-ABS Yes. Daytime
Running Lights Yes. Traction Control No. Night Vision No. Rollover Protection Bars No. Fog
Lamps No. Parking Aid No. Tire Pressure Monitor No. Back-Up Camera No. Stability Control No.
Warranty Warranty. Basic Years 4. Corrosion Years 8. Other Specs Cooling System. Total
Cooling System Capacity qts 7. Maximum Alternator Capacity amps Looking for other models of
the Volvo V70? Gas Mileage. Turbo Gas I5. Front Wheel Drive. All Wheel Drive. Passenger
Capacity. All Rights Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy.
Advanced Search Search Tips. So if you don't see what you need, tell us what you're looking
for! Please wait Most Popular 1. Used complete AC compressor assembly with clutch in good
working condition. Comes with a 90 Day Warranty. Most The spin-on coolant reservoir cap for
this is sold separately. OEM idle speed regulator made by Bosch for Volvo. Also called a
"control slide" in the Volvo catalog. Full set of replacement original equipment spark plug wires,
plus the ignition coil wire. Bougicord is Volvo's OE manufacturer. Aftermarket replacement
radiator. If you need hoses for this, please call or email before ordering. This is a 2-piece
polyurethane bushing that replaces the original rubber press-in bushing and is an improved
design which will last much longer. It fits both Factory replacement black plastic hose that
connects the box housing the engine computers to the radiator fan shroud, in order to draw in
fresh air. The accordion style flexible section in the middle of this tube is known to Replacement
cabin fresh air filter standard paper type, with foam surround. Not the rarer charcoal-activated
type. Aftermarket replacement slide-out drink holder assembly for the center console.
Installation requires only a Torx screwdriver. Replacement front foglight assembly, complete
with a bulb. Another variant on the V70 theme is the VR, as in "racing. The V70 R is faster, witha
high-pressure turbo instead of the standard low-pressure version. It's got a different
suspension. And it's supposedly "sleek" looking. What did Volvo do to improve the
appearance? They slapped some nice-looking wheels on this version and took off the roof rack.
And, about that sportier suspension--it was less comfortable than the regular V70 or the Cross
Country. All in all, the VR is a big mistake, in our humble opinion. Why on earth should Volvo try
to make a car that's sleek? Volvos are Swiss army knives. They come with lots of stuff attached
to them, and that's fine. They look best that way. Volvo attempted to make the V70 appear sleek,
and instead they managed to make it uglier in our humble opinion. Volvo was obviously trying
to distance themselves from their stodgy old image--an image which, incidentally, has served
them well for 70 years. So, our recommendation would be to avoid the VR and go with the
regular V70, or the V70 Cross Country, if you prefer that package. View cars. Make and Model:.
Old url:. Remember the wagon? This is basically the with all-wheel drive and a few other mostly
cosmetic features. Overall, we thought this was a very nice car. In fact, on paper, this maybe the
world's most perfect vehicle. It's got everything: It's safe, with the standard Volvo crumple
zones plus front and side airbags. It gets pretty good gas mileage, yet has plenty of power, with
its five-cylinder, low-pressure turbocharged engine. It's durable, as Volvos tend to last as long
as you're willing to keep throwing money at them. It's a wagon, so there's plenty of room for
your dogs and all your stuff. It drives and handles wonderfully. It's comfortable as all get-out, as
long as you don' t mind a stiff, European-style ride. Our test car came with an incredible Dolby
Pro Logic stereo system. What else could you possibly want? Something not quite as
stodgy-looking as a Volvo? Okay, but you're being picky. Now, even though it's got all-wheel
drive, it's not designed for off-road use. Be serious, will you! What guy who buys a Volvo is
looking to do the Rubicon Trail? No, the guy or woman who buys an all-wheel-drive Volvo
wagon is looking to get to the ski slopes before those other jerks in their BMWs. And, with

all-wheel drive, he's probably going to make it. So, the main appeal of this all-wheel-drive
system is to provide great traction and safety in the snow. And it should do that. The only thing
that's wrong with the V? So, the Volvo V is the perfect vehicle The "Cross Country" package
adds about an inch of additional ground clearance, a roof rack, stylish seats and some other
bells and whistles. More than anything else, it's really an appearance package. If you live in an
area where all-wheel drive isn't that important, you can also buy the V without the AWD and
save some serious money. One thing that surprised us is
volvo 240 wiring diagram
2001 toyota sienna owners manual
2006 pontiac g6 serpentine belt
that this is not a big car. It's big enough to be comfortable and practical, but it's quite narrow.
We actually liked that. But, you should know that this is not a big wagon, if that's what you're
looking for. One concern: This is Volvo's first year with an all-wheel-drive system, so we don't
know how well it's going to hold up. If it's anything like the rest of their cars, it should do just
fine--but only time will tell for sure. Note: AWD is not rocket science, so, in our humble opinion,
it should be fine. And, we have to issue a severe warning for the men out there: The seat
heaters in this car have been designed by women with extremely thick skin and cold butts. If
you have a chronically frost bitten rear end, you'll love them, as did the women in our group.
Guys couldn't handle them for more than about 15 seconds. After that, we were worried our
buns were going to start smoldering. We recommend asbestos pants if you're going to be using
the seat heaters. Make and Model:. Old url:.

